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What is the most mysterious feeling in mankind? What is the most general way by which every mankind is subject to change. Well monotonous, and steady life where someone does the same kind of work at same pace in same time, without any change of events, creates the burdensome feeling in a person. Yet people are unaware of it. We don't know where are we going, yet we go at the same pace, since in practical sense we are getting some credit for something. But the thing how much do we keep up, and maintain the balance in nature, so that we can really feel the value and the quality of life, and know the exact happiness of fulfilling the work. But if its totally becomes materialistic, and emotional aspect goes away from human beings, where social talking never goes away from your duties. Then!!!

... I mean there is no need of human beings. If we are so developed, right from past few centuries and our domination, had created a modern social world, then we can create all kinds of devices and software which can handle all the works for which the people don't have to stay overtime just to finish that. I mean in that way human life will move through some progress, and will have some development. But the environment where we are living nothing new or development is taking place as the work becomes a duty for human being but not to machine which should be given some task to be completed. So all those devices are not in the society, since human being is already taking charge if it.

Now lets see and find how much we are unaware of other life style, around us. How much we have ignored, and how much deep thinking philosophy we are losing every day. Like think of the society of Squirrels. I have understood that these animals believe in a religion and its one of the most modern version of religion ever founded. Its name, well, they haven't yet decided. But the whole squirrel society is quite aware of it, and formerly they named it as DURU. The full form should be doctorate of unknown religion in Universe. Now the concept of this goes like this, there is no fixed god anything in this world, or specific idol you require to worship. Its basically to love anything in this world which they feel the best for them to love, that might not always be a living creature. It can be a non living, like a chair or may be a book, anything on which our whole mind and soul, bears a deep feelings for it, and never try to perform anything that can ever cause any harm on it, as it will produce a sense of dissatisfaction on us. That belief among them can even be an animal, tree, fire or even water. Since the policy of the squirrel society depicts that "All living things are non living, but all non living things are living forever". Living creatures is just a creation of living as well as non living. But again the non living creatures changes to living creature by birth process, generating something new which was previously in the stage of non living. This process of endless cycle goes in this universe. Thus to them, anything which has some energy can be thought as a god to believe. But the last statement sounds critical, then how can someone explain the black hole. The black whole is always something but it has no energy, so can't the squirrel society respect it as god? No explanation has yet been discovered in DURU about the black holes. But to
my philosophy, black hole is yet something that we cannot directly say as an object, since it has zero volume, thus infinite mass and density, thus the infinite gravity known as singularity, that no energy in the world can escape from its hands. So we can think the black holes as something exception. But other than that i would say DURU is the most firm religion, by the work culture of this religion, the squirrel society has developed some wonderful technical innovation to this world.

For example in their society internet connection, using of cell phone network and whole digital technical network whose primary governing function is the control of the flow of electromagnetic wave and passing some information through it, by high pass ans low pass filters has also become obsolete. The technology which they adopted is known as PTN (Psychological telepathy network).In human world, we use tuned collected, tuned drain as well tuned base oscillator for frequency determining network, for that we have to create the LC (inductor and capacitor) and we tune it. When we switch it on, a transient current gets developed, in the tuned LC circuit, which generates natural frequency in the tank circuit. The oscillation induces a small emf by mutual inductance causing corresponding variation in base current. These variation are amplified few times by the transistor amplifier in the collector circuit. Part of this amplified current energy is generated as loss which is radiated out as electromagnetic wave, and thus generating the theory of wireless network.

But by during several experiments, squirrels have found that the cerebrum of an animal brain has numerous ridges on it, more the ridges, more intelligence. But these ridges needs to get located as close as possible. Since each of these ridges acts as a capacitor plates, so closer the ridges are located higher the capacitance. When the animal thinks the current passes through its brain by decomposing Na+ ions from the blood. The cerebellum located at the lower part of cerebrum, acts as inductor, the coiling of cerebellum produces an inductance within the brain when the brain thinks deeply. Although the current generated in animals always a few milliamperees, but it creates high inductance since the cells in the cerebellum involved in involuntary function can be few billions, which creates lots of deep minute turns in the cerebellum region causing coiling and inductance. Only the part which is missing and needs to be created was a step down transformer and a tank circuit, which needs to be connected with cerebellum and cerebrum, to complete the tuning and causing the natural oscillation in the circuit. So by the usage of squirrel digital technology, they have created a minute transformer and highly sophisticated tank circuit, with the same nerve cells as that of the cerebrum and cerebellum, to produce the mutual inductance upon the generation of minute emf inside the brain. It has also been detected that thinking power in brain produces transient current most of the time, as it is never constant, it grows and decays depending upon how much deeply we can think at every internal of time.

Thus by placing this highly developed technical organ inside every squirrel's head, the whole society communicates with each other by the process of telepathy. Its said more you can think deeply (it also depends upon your intelligence), more higher frequency you can develop, as high level and honest thinking is proportional to frequency. Dishonesty, lying and evil works are connected with low frequency. Thus this wonderful technology also became used as a lie detector in the squirrel world. Whenever a squirrel is disclosing something to the public, which can be the result of the truth or a
lie, squirrel world uses it, to measure with the frequency detector, whenever its low, that animal gets caught as lying, and the higher it goes more novel and truth it looks.

One of the excellent feature of this technology is that squirrels can communicate the information beyond this planet, into some other planet and anywhere in this universe, so by this they also communicated with living organism of different system outside the solar system. Few animals who are extremely pure and can think with heavenly feelings( for that specific environment is also required) can produce such strong super high frequency waves to connect with god, although that percentage is minute but still I am extremely happy as ultimately a day has come where we can communicate with god. Although while connecting god, line always remains very busy, and signal is low, unless you can produce that high frequency by your own capability. Thus in this way we can make the society to go to a more purer and honest world, as now they intend to be honest to produce more higher frequency signals to connect with each other.

Lastly since its in squirrel world its free of charge only a $20 installation fee while installing the highly technical circuit in side the brain, otherwise for the rest of the life its free.

Everything in this world is surrounded by time, nothing can escape from timeline. Only the most mysterious thing happens when timeline and space merges when it crosses the event horizon in case of blackholes

HATS OFF!! TO THE WORLD OF SQUIRRELS.

Let me give another incident

It was a beautiful cloudy day. I was cycling down the roads of campus. Looking at nature. God has painted in front of us a clear picture of it. I was kind of amazed to look at the variety of colors which the grass is reflecting back to the world. The grass never looked so green as before, and what they are the
sprays on that grass. Looks like the whole combination of colors making it the system of customized colors. I mean all the flowers which looked so small, yet it has so sophisticatedly accumulated ears on grass that it looks as if the different patches of colors are making the whole world so sublime with peace and happiness. The sky remained dusk, as it used to be to show up the peculiar Lincoln sky, between the transition of spring and summer. A few pink steaks are appearing throughout the sky in discrete amounts, which is gradually turning to red. Somewhere down far I could clearly visualize the rushing noise of a energized stream.

In this condition I was certainly thinking about the world now and the world which will change in the next twenty years and also what we have lost and gained from the past. I was even thinking the vacuum of loneliness in my life and which also struts to every person who is alone and get little outside from their busy schedule. First time in my life after coming to United States, I felt a deep passion that I am so free and I have no bond which will keep me down on something, it looks like a place where I can just go anywhere or even jump into the sky and vanish. I felt terrible feelings that I have no end and wish to my destination. Whatever in this world needs to occur is bound to occur and none can stop, the way we are spending or looking at every individual’s life is just another route of moving in our life, it might a glorious route or a route with tedious proceedings with much less hope and happiness, yet happiness in that life not only purifies their mind. But people living the tedious life really knows the meaning of happiness, as since they have limited occasions where they can really know what it is all about, thus it makes their life so much a change that they can easily distinct the various phases of life. However a happy person with a smooth life will feel happiness and a monotonous and boring aspect as its nothing new to it. Thus this conclusion states that’s change is the theme which every individual demands. I was lost in thought of thinking all about this , suddenly something caught my eyes.

What’s that?

In normal condition, no one will ever see a any squirrel approaching you and asking you for something. Asking as if, that it’s not a squirrel but completely a human being, or I am pretty sure that it might be any other form of human being suddenly transformed to a squirrel. I was amazed to see its behavior towards me. It standing on its two legs, looking high up towards my face and asking for something. I lowered my height and I forwarded my hand. Within my amazement it forwarded its own and we did what exactly called ‘handshake’ in human language. The Squirrel had a yellow leaf in its other hand, to my surprise it raised the leaf high above its head, as if its just wishing me to have a good day or something just as a human being wishes. I was kind of extremely curious at that time about a squirrel’s behavior. I saw there were some fallen strawberries on the ground and few nuts I had with me. The nuts and everything was just taken by the squirrel right from my hand, and even eating right near my hand. Suddenly in a lonely life someone stands beside me as a warm company. After spending half an hour with it. I gave away all my packets of nuts to it, and one of chocolate. The packets were of smaller size but of different shapes. I strangely recognized that the squirrel started carrying it to its own house. And it knows the concept of physics so well, it carried the packets below which have broader bases and the lower bases were carried above, so that the weight always becomes equicentric with center of gravity. I felt that we studied physics, but the concept of Physics is there are within every squirrel, so they have the ultimate power of knowledge. At a distance later, I found it they tore one of the packet. It was a
smaller one, it kept it there, and the rest it took through one hole of a tree. I felt what happened, is it dissatisfied with what I provided. Few minutes later I got the answer for it. It started taking the nuts from it, and placed it over the soil. There were ten of them and it started planting it, with huge gap in between so that when those nuts grown up to a tree, it will never be obstructed by other tree. Meanwhile I saw from its home, it carried out two mud buckets of tiny size, compared to humans. And started running over those seeds. At this moment I felt the squirrel must have gone crazy or might be drunk, why it will be running over that, as that’s makes no sense. They should pour the water to respective seeds. Then suddenly my eyes deeply went through the buckets and I saw that the bottom of the buckets have numerous holes in it, so when they over the seeds the water gets evenly distributed on the soil with seeds. The old buckets might be broken or needs repairmen, but the squirrels have so wisely utilized it. I didn’t have any words to say them. I was glorified and even my life, to observe them. I saluted them and started walking back. When I was moving far, and the whole sky is turning to a night sky, the evening was losing its color, I said to myself, that human beings, have gone for ages, their handworks, creativity and the power of knowledge, have made us to rule this world and maintain its superiority. But today’s work by the squirrels has thrown light to new era of this world. We might feel that we are superior, but who knows even the small animals of the earth are not even less superior than us. Today’s work by the squirrels is just a reflection of excellent farming tactics that humans should know to learn; probably it took humans to learn these for ages from primitive ages. But look at the squirrels, they are illiterate, but the basics of knowledge and their open mind philosophy, had just silenced the whole universe for 30 minutes. Not only that it’s a way of glory and humor. Who knows if something can be taught they can even be superior creatures in the history of mankind.

A streak of lightening flashed, disclosing the true mystery behind it. My love for squirrels.